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Abstract—Wireless Sensing Networks (WSNs) comprised of
significant numbers of miniatures and reasonable sensor nodes,
which sense data from surrounding and forwarded data toward
the base station (BS) via multi-hop fashion through cluster head
node (CHN). The random selection of CHN in WSNs is fully
based on the nodes residing energy. The node residing energy
and network sustainability is hot research issues of the day in
WSNs. There are many deficiencies in less energy adaptive
clustering hierarchy (LEACH) RP due to the rapid energy usage
of ordinary and CHN because of direct communication to the
base station. The rapid draining of node energy produces huge
numbers of hole in the network causing retransmission of data
packet, route update cost, and E2E delay. In this paper, the
proposed Delay Sensitive and Energy Efficient (DSEE) Routing
Protocol (RP) select CHN considering distance difference and
amount of remaining energy of neighboring nodes. In this
proposed approach, data fusion technology (DFT) was
implemented to solve the problem of data redundancy, but it
does not design a specific data fusion algorithm. At last,
simulation experiments proved the superiority of the improved
protocol LEACH-DSEE and finally, we compare this improved
routing protocol with existing protocols by consideration metrics
such as node death ratio, data packet delivery ration and node
energy consumption.
Keywords—Multi-hop (MH); CHN; WSNs; BS; Data Fusion
Technology (DFT); LEACH RP; DSEE

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays efficient routing in WSNs is the hottest
challenges of research. WSNs are characterized by the
distribution of many miniature and inexpensive nodes in the
monitoring area [1, 41]. WSNs is a collection of static sensing
nodes that collects information and send to the BS. BS
accumulate data sensed from the special discovering areas by
using the main function of WSNs [2, 3]. WSNs are broadly
used such that video surveillance, in which the sensor nodes(snodes) work as cameras that send the collected image
information or video information to the destination. In the
defense field, s-nodes are distributed in enemy areas that
transmitted the enemy's related information to the command
headquarters [4-6]. The important characteristics of s-nodes are
uses of low power consumption for the short transmission
range. The key point of the network data collection is, how to
convey the collected information from the source nodes to rely

on the node and then send to the BS. Nodes mainly undertake
the task of collecting data and forwarding routing data. Routing
protocol plays a key for the communication of information
from the source node to BS. The important work of routing
protocols is to select the optimal route for the node for data
forwarding toward the base node [7]. In WSNs routing
protocol is the primary technology that works under the
network layer [8]. The routing protocol of the network layer
ensures that s-node has successfully transmitted data toward
the base station. It is very important to diminish the
consumption of energy and encompass network life. In
addition, WSNs are often large-scale application scenarios so
design a routing association that can be applied in very long scale WSNs. Finally, applying data fusion technology in
routing protocol greatly reduce the data traffic to retain valid
data resulted from a reduction in data redundancy. LEACH-RP
solves the problems of a planar RP such as more delay, high
energy usage [9, 10]. The practical application proves that
LEACH RP has a 15% longer network lifetime than general
planar RP [11]. However, LEACH RP still has some
shortcomings like as uneven division and per round unstable
numbering of the CHN, lack of consideration of residual
energy during the assortment of CHN, etc. These shortcomings
will increase the energy usage of nodes, also reduce the
network period [12]. LEACH RP stipulates that all nodes and
the BS communicate directly, so LEACH RP is not a suitable
protocol for very large-scale WSNs application [13]. The
working of LEACH RP is based on data fusion technology, but
its model does not build on specific data fusion algorithm. Aiming
at the shortcomings regarding LEACH RP design, we propose a
LEACH-DSEE RP which can reduce the consumption of the
energy and simulates this improved protocol. All experimental
results prove that the LEACH-DSEE RP can proficiently reduce
energy consumption as compared with different LEACH,
LEACH-M LEACH-C, there have been many improvements
based on original LEACH protocol in recent ten years. The most
famous improvement RP is LEACH-C RP [14], the main idea of
LEACH-C and LEACH-Mobile (M) RP is the choice of the best
CHN set through BS control. For the performance measurement of
lossy network & less power RP algorithm, various mobility
models used such as GMM, RWP, MGM [15]. Two important
issues in WSNs, as they can directly impact the lifetime of
network & operation, one is sensing coverage and second is the
connectivity of network [39, 40].
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II. RELATED WORK
Fig. 1 explained the architecture of WSNs. WSNs
comprises of many s-nodes, BS, Internet networks and servers.
S-nodes are composed of four modules. The function of the
sensor module is to collect data for monitoring area; the
function of the processor module is to process collected data
information, such as data fusion; communication module is
responsible for communication; power module is responsible
for providing electricity. WSNs establish data communication
links from source nodes to destination nodes through selforganization [16-19]. In Fig. 1, five labeled nodes (ABCDE)
form a data transmission path from the source node (Node A)
to the final node (BS). BS forwards collected data to the
offshore network station. WSNs is dissimilar from the
traditional WSNs. There are many data collection protocols in
WSNs [20-22]. LEACH is a low-energy adaptive layered
routing protocol. Later, many-layered RP has enhanced behalf
on the LEACH RP. The operation of LEACH RP [23-25] is
periodic. Flooding protocol is a classic planar RP for cluster
building and data collection. Its advantage is that it does not
need to maintain routing information. All collected data from
the source nodes are forwards to all neighbor nodes and the
neighbor node forwards its own information and collected
information to the next coming nodes until the end node
receives the data. The PED&P (Power Efficient Data Gathering
& Aggregation) in WSNs protocol systematizes the nodes in
the whole system into a least spanning tree based on the BS
which diminishes the consumption of energy in the whole
system [26, 27].
LEACH-C RP [28] is a very famous LEACH improvement
protocol. At the beginning of each round, it is controlled by the
BS, which choose the optimal CHN set depending on the
node’s residual energy and location information. LEACH-C is
different from the LEACH RP in clustering stage. The nodes of
LEACH-C RP have the information about their location, all
other non-CHN calculate their nearest CHN behalf on the
location information of the CHN broadcasted by the BS and
join its cluster. Literature [29] proposes an enhanced protocol
based on LEACH protocol. The improved protocol also runs
repeatedly in the unit of "wheel". One round is alienated into
cluster building and data the collection stages. The improved
protocol improves the threshold Tn formula.
{

( )

In equation (2),
and are weight parameters and +
=1. K is the expected number of CHN, residual energy
Ecurrent/Etotal ratio is b/w the current and all nodes, d2 is the
distance b/w the monitoring area center and node, d1 is the
distance b/w the node & BS. The improved protocol proposed
in reference [30] deliberates the residual energy & distance
from the BS during the selection of CH nodes. In literature
[31, 32], new sort of hierarchical protocol was anticipated
behalf on LEACH-C & original LEACH protocols. The
proposed protocol attains energy proficiency through variation
cluster heads selection formula which has huge energy and
contribution of short role in the selection of CH / VCH and the
steady-state (SS) phase. The introduction of VCH introduce the
frequency of re-clustering poorer and extends the lifetime in
the SS phase. The fertile way to make WSN more energy
efficient is to split the network into the various cluster. In
clustered networks, the ordinary node senses information from
the environment and transmit it to CHN. The CHN gathering
the sense data and perform the aggregation on collected data
before sending to the BS to achieve the scalability, load
balancing, data fusion, and reduction of e2e delay. The
literation [33-35] explain the detailed survey of clustering
techniques along with their characteristics and clustering
algorithms. Literature [36-39] represents a solar CHN selection
based on Solar-aware LEACH (sLEACH). The sLEACH
protocol requires some sensor nodes that can convert solar
energy into electrical energy and can increase their residual
energy through the sun's irradiation. In the sLEACH protocol,
Probability of solar node becoming CHN is increased and the
life of the network is prolonged by solar energy. Because the
sLEACH protocol adds solar energy to sensor nodes, it is more
effective than the generally improved protocol in extending
network life duration.

(1)

Ep (i) is nodes energy factor and If node I have a large
amount of residual energy, Ep(i) is also large. The density
factor of node N (i) and m, n are weight parameters, and 0 < m,
n< 1, and m+ n = 1. Document [29] also improves the
threshold Tn formula. The new threshold Tn considers the
node residual energy factor & node distance factor from BS.
{
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Fig. 1. The Architecture of WSNs.
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III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The key inefficiencies of LEACH RP are the following:
 During the selection of CHN, LEACH RP does not
deliberate the residual energy. If the amount of residual
energy is relatively small, nodes acting as CHN & can
represent to some premature dead nodes.
 LEACH RP does not require the number and
distribution of CHN per round, which may cause
clusters are unstable and the distribution is not uniform
that resulting in maximal and minimal clusters.
 LEACH RP does not deliberate the distance b/w the
CHN & BS. The longer the communication distance
between sensor nodes, the more energy usage. So, the
nodes far away from the BS may die prematurely.
 LEACH RP requires all CHN to communicate directly
with the BS instead of the communication between
sensor nodes. If the transmission distance is long, the
data information cannot be sent and consume a lot of
energy. Therefore, the LEACH RP is not appropriate
for huge-range networks.

Fig. 2. Deployment of s-Nodes in Monitored Area.

 LEACH RP requires a CHN to fuse data collected by
cluster, but it is not designed specific data fusion
algorithm.
IV. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED PROTOCOL LEACHDSEE
This proposed approach mainly related to the reactive
networks according to the needs of time depending on
applications. It describes the problem of heavy energy usage
during data forwarding and selection of CH Nodes. LEACH
DSEE RP provides stable energy consumption by using direct
communication between the CHN and BS.
A. Regional Clustering
The BS logically distributes the monitoring area into
numerous small areas, each of which merges clusters according
to the strength of nodes involved. If the number of sensor
nodes in a small area is not less than threshold M, the small
area is a cluster. If the number of nodes in a small area is less
than threshold M, it merges with the surrounding small area
until the number of nodes in the merged area is less than M,
and the merged area becomes a cluster. Fig. 2 explained, all snodes are deployed randomly and uniformly in the
experimental area. The matrix box is representing the area to
be detected and the black dot is the s-node.
The specific number of small areas is determined according
to the actual situation. The proposed scheme BS takes nine
small areas that label each small area seen in Fig. 3. Finally,
the BS divides clusters according to the number of nodes
contained in each small area. BS receives the information
consist of the node’s location of all sensor nodes that calculates
the strength of nodes contained in each small area. If the
merged area is less than threshold M, it continues to be
merging the surrounding area till not less than the value of
threshold M. In the proposed techniques, threshold M set on
half of the average value.

Fig. 3. Division of Monitoring Area.

B. Cluster Head Selection (CHS)
BS divides the monitoring area into several clusters
according to the idea of regional clustering. At the starting of
every round, every cluster chooses the CHN according to the
largest amount of residual energy. We see this CHS in Fig. 4.
C. Inter-Cluster Transmission (ICT)
The proposed LEACH-DSEE routing protocol, solve the
energy consumption issues of network nodes. CHN and BS
transmit data through multi-hop and single hop fashion during
communication. The nodes are alienated into three categories
like nearest node, next nearest nodes, and a farther node
according to the distance difference b/w the sensor and BS.
The nearest CHN communicates directly to the destination/BS
and also work as a relay node. The distant CHN also transmits
data directly to the destination/BS and did not work as a relay
node. Table I elaborate on the data structures of Cluster-headnode and Cluster Node of LEACH-DSEE.
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its own cluster member nodes. After data collection, CHN
utilizes a large amount of energy and Cluster-head-node need
to select new CHN. The CHN broadcasts the ID information of
the node having a large amount of residual energy in the cluster
for the choice of new CHN. All cluster members send the "join
cluster" message to the new CHN. Then the new CHN
allocates channels to all cluster members and then continues to
receive data collection stage.
V. ALGORITHM FOR THE SELECTION OF OPTIMAL
FORWARDED NODES
Fig. 5 elaborate the routing decision based on residual
energy. The CHN which is close to the BS sends the data
directly to the BS and acts as the relay node. The distant CHN
also communicate directly to the destination and did not work
as a relay node.

Fig. 4. Cluster Diagram of the Monitored Area.
TABLE I.

ELEMENTS OF CHN AND CN

VI. PROTOCOL SIMULATION AND VERIFICATION

Name of Elements of CHN and CN

Initial Value

Node ID Number

Each Node has a Unique ID

Cluster Node

0

Residual Energy

1

Dead Node

0

Location of CHN Position

Each Node has its own Location

Cluster Number

0

CN Classification Based on Distance
from BS

0

D. Re-Selection of CHN in Clusters
In the data collection phase, all cluster members send data
information to CHN along with own residual energy and ID
information. CHN retain the residual energy information of all

This section is discussing the simulation environment,
experiments nature, dataset, performance parametric and detail
results. The experiment in this paper is simulated and verified
with the MATLAB tool 2018b, it can handle one-dimensional,
two-dimensional and multi-dimensional arrays well and
display them graphically [33-36]. This paper uses the powerful
graphics processing function of MATLAB to verify the
superiority of LEACH-CR protocol in energy consumption. In
this research paper, we discuss the LEACH-DSEE, LEACH &
LEACH-C & LEACH-M are simulated and validated by using
MATLAB 2081b tools, and the performance of the four
protocols is analyzed and compared by means of the graphical
display. The 200 sensor nodes are erratically distributed in the
monitoring area of two hundred by two hundred meters and the
BS is far away from the monitoring area. The experiment time
duration or number of rounds 1600 sec.

Fig. 5. Algorithm for the Selection of Optimal CHN.
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A. Function Definition
In the simulation experiments of LEACH-DSEE, LEACH
and LEACH-C and LEACH-M, many functions are defined.
They work together to establish the network topology and data
collection using LEACH-DSEE, LEACH and LEACH-C &
LEACH-M protocols. The important functions in the
simulation code are as follows:
1) Init (): Initialize all sensor nodes of the protocol,
including location information, initial energy, and common
member nodes.
2) Build cluster (): Network clustering. The clustering
processes of LEACH, LEACH-DSEE, and LEACH-C &
LEACH-M protocols are different from each other.
3) Gather data (): Data collection. The node collects data
and transmits it to BS. Cluster node transmits the collected data
directly to the CHN, which fuses the collected data and sends it
to the B.S.
B. Simulation Environment
In equation 3, d is the distance difference b/w source and
BS. When d is smaller than threshold d0, the communication
model of the node is free space channel.
{

(3)

When d is not less than the threshold d0, the multi-channel
attenuation model is adopted. The consumption of energy in snodes for receiving data (kbit) in Equation (4).
(4)
In equation (3) and (4),
is the consumption loss
parameter of the circuit, and the coefficients of the free space
( fs) channel and amp multiple channel attenuation model are
and, respectively. The parameters of the experimental
environment are as follows (Table II):
TABLE II.

ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS OF A SIMULATION
EXPERIMENT

Parameter term

Parameter values

Total number of nodes

200 Individual

Monitoring regional scope

250m x 250m

Base station location

(250,500)

Packet size

4000 bits

Controlling package size

100 bits

The initial energy of nodes

0.5J

Energy usage of DF (nJ/bits)/message

5

Eelec

50

εfs

10

εamp

0.013

d0

87m

LEACH-DSEE Protocol Partition Supervision
Block Number of Measured Areas

9 Block

LEACH-DSEE protocol Threshold M &Rounds

10 individuals
1600

C. Performance Assessment
The performance assessment of an RP is based on the
number of dead rounds of 1st the whole network. If the later
the node starts to die, the more concentrated the time of node
death, the better the performance of this protocol. If the amount
of residual energy of a node is zero, then the node is measured
as dead. If the strength of the dead node in the network is more
than 85% of the total strength of nodes, the network considered
as dead. Therefore, this study uses the number of dead rounds
of the first node and 85% of the nodes in the whole network to
judge the performance of a routing protocol [34, 40].
The simulation results of four RP LEACH-DSEE, LEACH
and LEACH-C and M show that LEACH-DSEERP is superior
to the other four in terms of network lifetime and residual
energy. Fig. 6 is representing the simulation of the changes of
alive nodes in LEACH-DSEE RP, LEACH RP & LEACH-C
and LEACH -M with the increase of running rounds Energy
comparison. Fig. 6(a) shows that the Maximum alive node in
various LEACH after the 1600 rounds. It can be concluded that
LEACH-DSEE RP is superior to LEACH &LEACH-C and
LEACH-M RP because deaths rate is very low. Fig. 6(b) is a
comparison of the total network energy remain in LEACHDSEE RP as compare to the LEACH and LEACH-C and
LEACH-M protocols. As can be seen from Fig. 6(b), the total
remained energy in LEACH-DSEE RP network nodes is much
higher than as compare to LEACH and LEACH-C and
LEACH-M protocols with the increase of running rounds.
Therefore, LEACH-DSEE RP is superior to LEACH and
LEACH-C and LEACH-M RP in terms of network lifetime
and residual energy. This is of CHN more uniform through the
method of regional clustering Secondly, in LEACH-DSEE,
each cluster chooses the node with the largest residual energy
as CHN, which balance the network energy consumption and
avoids the premature death of the node with little residual
energy because it acts as the CHN. Finally, the CHN away
from the BS sends data to the BS by multi-hop method which
solves the problem of excessive energy consumption. The
proposed LEACH-DSEE introduces connectivity facility
among the sensing nodes, therefore CHN requires low
consumption of energy to communicate with family nodes,
which results in maximum strength of remained alive nodes.
Fig. 6(b) showing the remained energy versus rounds and 200
nodes. This result shows the maximum remain energy in
LEACH-DSEE as compare to another leach RP.
Fig. 7(a) shows the ratio of packet delivery between the
strength of node and during the packet delivery height ratio
provide our algorithm LEACH-DSEE RP. Fig. 7(b) shows the
energy spectrum during the transmission.
D. Comparison of LEACH-DSEE RP with LEACH, LEACHM &LEACH-C RP
Table III is representing a comparison between LEACHDSEE routing protocol with the other four LEACH protocol.
LEACH-DSEE RP mainly improves around CHN. When
choosing CH, residual energy, the distance between CH and
the BS, distribution, and number of CH are considered.
However, neither protocol can be applied to large-scale WSNs
networks. The study the LEACH Protocol Improvement for
very large-scale WSNs network applications.
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(a) Alive Strength of Nodes Versus Round.

Fig. 7. (b) Energy use Spectrum during the Transmission.
TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF LEACH-DSEE RP WITH LEACH, LEACHM &LEACH-C RP
Whether to
Consider
Clusters
Remaining of
HN Residual
energy

Whether
to Solve
CHN
Distance
from BS
Problem

Whether to
Consider
CH
Distribution
of nodes
and
Number

Can it be
applied? On
a Very-largescale
Network Luo
Li

LEACH,
LEACH-M
LEACH-C
RP
Agreement

No

No

No

No

LEACHDSEE
Agreement

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fig. 6. (b) Energy Comparison.

VII. CONCLUSION
As a classical hierarchical routing protocol, LEACH solves
the shortcomings of a planar routing protocol such as high
energy consumption and long delay. But the LEACH protocol
not suitable for very large-scale WSNs. The LEACH- DSEE
protocol establishes several data communication links to the
BS through the CHN layer, so the LEACH- DSEE protocol can
be used in very large-scale wireless sensor networks.
Experiments results of MATLAB 2018b tools show that
LEACH-DSEE protocol can greatly improve the life cycle of
wireless sensor networks and reduce the energy consumption
of sensor networks. In the proposed scheme, the selection of
CHN is based remained energy & probabilistic connectivity
between family nodes. The improved choice of CHN increases
remaining energy of sensing nodes and increase network
lifetime.
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